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Our Story
Serenity Inc. JA’s story is one based on adaptation. During our brainstorming process
the team as a whole wanted to offer a product that made customers feel sublime and relaxed.
This is where the name Serenity originally came from. The product we initially selected as our
main feature were bath bombs, or bath fizzies. We could produce the product ourselves and
sell for a good margin. However the company could incur liability issues if we manufacture
the product ourselves, so we decided purchase the products from other companies and resell
for a profit.
Our new goal was to find a product that still filled our desired product effects.
Noticing a growing market trend for gift baskets, such as Blue Apron meals and Wisconsin
Cheese sampler baskets, we selected gift boxes. Instead of manufacturing the items ourselves
we purchased each individual piece from retailers and packaged them together in a more
customer friendly carrier, a gift box. We could still offer our first product choice, bath bombs,
but grouped now with multiple other related products that provide the same sublime feeling
of relaxation that our company wanted to provide to customers. Offering all of the same
products together in a customer friendly packaging like the box opened so many doors for our
product. Now customers can use our product not just for themselves; however, also as a gift
for a loved one! Our product line is not limited to just one category of box, we offer several
other themed boxes that bring enjoyment. Customers can purchase a variety of boxes such as
pet, movie night, and morning beverage, etc.
We value giving back to the community. Junior Achievement gave us the opportunity
to become entrepreneurs and cherish our furry friends so we donate 5% of each sale to
Entrepreneurship International and Angels for Animals. The possibilities for our company are
endless, and we have the ability to easily adapt to customer demands, including special events
and holidays. The future is bright for Serenity Inc.
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Leadership and Organization
Garrett Pierce, CEO

● Provide strategic leadership for the organization
● Develop Company mission, values, and bylaws
● Assist Vice Presidents with objectives

Brennah Grubb, VP of Finance
● Perform daily financial transactions
● Monitor and analyze monthly operating results against budget
● Keep cost of goods up to date; analyze financial metrics

Caitlinn Franks, VP of Production
● Ensure product quality
● Develop procedure and implement lean production methods
● Meet with VP of Finance to ensure cost sheets are accurate

Maria Basso, VP of Business Development
● Help VP of Marketing develop an advertising strategy
● Maintain sales goals
● Assist with all VP’s as requested

Savannah Sponseller, VP of Marketing
● Conduct Market Research to determine specific market trends
● Maintain Social Media accounts
● Develop and execute company promotions

McKenna Cugini, VP of Sales
● Define strategy to develop and achieve company sales goals
● Define sales processes that drive desired sales outcomes
● Provide the company with “big sale” opportunities
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Marketing & Sales

Target Audience / Survey Results

Before our company started selling, we conducted a survey about our product. The end
results showed the target consumer to be 18-27 year old females with a college education and a
household income of $81,000 or higher. However there will always be unhonest people who
give unhonest answers. This expected target consumer seemed a little unreal, where not many
18-27 year olds are making more than $81,000 a year. After getting our company started, our
actual consumer demographics were different than what we were expecting. From sales, we
learned our target market is females older than 30 years of age with a college education and an
income of $41,000 - $60,000. Some of our unmet needs would be reaching out more via social
media, a strong sales tool for this target market. The opportunity to capture more sales
through daily social media interaction is achievable. We also need to work on our sales skills, as
we are new to the business world. Our team did not have prior experience in sales, making our
initial efforts difficult. Our company is based in a town with a small population, we found that
our market was eventually saturated due to small population. We can improve our skills by
attending more public events for sales opportunities or speaking experience. Our customer
service is focused on “gift-giving made easy”. We provide the convenience of buying a gift and
getting it within twenty four hours. This appeals to both last minute shoppers and planners
since it ensures their gift will be received timely. The boxes are packed full of quality products
with a wide variety of items. At $20 a box, tax included, they hit the price threshold for many
people’s gift giving budget.

Marketing Strategy
We conducted a survey at the beginning of the school year to determine what we
needed to sell and who to sell to. The survey was done via Survey Planet. The survey ran from
October 25, 2017 to November 9, 2017. There were 231 participants in the survey, although
not all of them answered every questions. We promoted the survey via social media and with
word of mouth. We had fellow peers taking it during school and many others taking it through
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Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The results from the example question below indicates that
the Movie Night box, Morning Beverage box, and Spa box were projected to be our most
popular. Serenityincja.org is our company website through which we interact with customers.

Advertisement
We communicate with our
customers through Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
Facebook is the social media
outlet that we have best results
with. We post pictures of our

boxes and give announcements about when we are going to be attending an event or when we
care coming out with a new box. We have released “Holiday Specials,” which included
Valentine’s Day, Easter, and Mother’s Day. Unfortunately we did not have the idea at
Christmas where we could’ve had more sales opportunities there. We attend events, such as
our school’s sporting events, to get the word out about who we are and for more experience.
We have attended basketball games, wrestling matches, and craft shows. Our team attended
Frosty’s Boutique and a craft show at the Carnation Mall in Alliance. The graph below shows
our interaction with our Facebook followers for the quarter.
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Financial Performance
Actual Break-Even Analysis:
Fixed Costs

Sale Price Per Unit

Variable Cost Per Unit

Break-Even Point
(Units)

$421.51

$20.00

$10.26

43.28 units

Capitalization
Net Operating Income: $224.24
Units Sold: 115 units
Total Capitalization: 1.95

Investor Return and Liquidation
All of the employees at Serenity Inc have invested twenty dollars each. As a company, we plan
to liquidate all assets at the end of the year.

Profit Margin
Net Income for Year: $224.24
Net Sales for Year: 2,324.19
Profit Margin: 10%
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Learning Experiences

Our experience within this program was not limited to just understanding and
executing the principles to owning and growing a business, but to understanding what exactly
a career in business was like, for a substantially lower cost than any business degree. For
multiple members of the team, it confirmed to ourselves that a future in business is the course
that we intend to make, while others were saved from possibly making the wrong career
choice.
As for the lessons learned while managing the business, there are plenty of successes and
failures. When our initial bath bomb idea was denied our team turned that brief failure into a
success by purchasing bath bombs from retailers and packaging them with other spa related
items. This became our first gift box product. We adapted to what our circumstances were,
teaching us the valuable lesson that being able to change with situations is sometimes more
beneficial than refusing opportunities.
Our team learned that the customer is the ultimate test of a product, and that no matter
how high of quality the product, the price may need altered to match the customer’s perceived
value. We learned that despite the convenience and quality of our product, customers saw the
value they were receiving did not equate to what they were paying. This dynamic resulted in us
choosing between lower sales:higher margins or higher sales:lower margins with the latter
being our decision, as customers made it known to us our sales would not last with the current
price. We decided to take a cut in our margins in hopes of offsetting it with higher sales.
Another customer trend we took quick notice of was our rise in sales around holidays.
We predicted that customers using our product as a gift would be a core part of our sales, but
not to the extent that we initially experienced. In order to capitalize on this trend we
introduced holiday specific boxes, starting with our Valentines Day box that was offered in
both a boy or girl variation. Those boxes sold very well, and provided us with the lesson of
predicting and acting upon market opportunities. We also learned other skills we will use in
the future including accountability, critical thinking, and self-assessment. Without this
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program we would not have been a part of anything as impactful in our lives regarding
business.

